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We have seon that the solutions of Schrodinger's equation for a 
central field, nhere the potential depends only on the distance from 
the centre of force, are not themselves spherically symmetrical. They 
have a dependencG on D and cp which is given by the Legendre polynomials 
and are characterized by two quantum numbers, m and e 1 where these have 
the meaning that e refers to the total angular momentum and m refers to 
the component of the angular moll'entum in the z direction. Thus the 
total angular momontum is 
A= e(e + 1)n.2 (97) 
and its z component is 
vi1 = mh . 
z 
I should now like to give a better explanation for this, which 
can be done by using operators. From classical physics the angular 
momentum in the z direction, for example, is given by 
._,!f,l =x·p -y•p. 
z y x (98) 
I have already shown you that results can be obtained in .quantum 
mechanics by replacing the momentum in the classical expression by the 
corresponding operator, 
(73) 
Applying this to Eq. (98) we obtain 
r: a n a 
,_,Af, =x.;?;~-y--
z i ay i ax (99) 
or, in spherical polar coordinates, 
( 100) 
If we now apply this very simple operator to a wave function of the 
simple form 
¢ = R 8 eimcp ( 1 01) 
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then we obtain':') 
~ r/J - ~ im r/J = hm i/J • z J. ( 102) 
Thus ,the operator Jifz acting on i/J is equivalent to multiplying ¢by a 
number.!irn. This number gives the value of the physical quantity 
corresponding ~o the operator .,A;[z, and we call this an eigenvalue. 
The meaning of that wo~~ is that if you have the right sort of wave 
function, operating on it with a given operator will merely multiply 
the wave function by a constant. We interpret this physically to mean 
that if the wave function is of the form of Eq. (101) the particle in 
the central field carries a component of angular momentum in the 
z dir°oction, ,/11, ' oqual to nm. 
z 
This is all very formal, and perhaps I should bring in a little 
more physics. Let us consider a charged particle, an electron say, in 
a central field, and lot us apply a magnetic field H. Strictly 
speaking we should rowrito the Schrodinger equation, putting in an extra 
term to represent tho interaction between tho particle and the magnetic 
field, and then solve it. Fortunately, this is one of the cases, of 
which there arc several in physics, y;horo you can use quantum mechanics 
without actualJ.y applying tho mechanism, but where you can use the 
classical analogue suitably applied. Classically, if you consider a 
charged particle moving in a circular path, then the magnetic moment is 
µ = current x area 
or ( 103) 
whore 0 = tho angular momentum of the electron. 
::•) A bad habit quantum mechanicians have is to ·write operators in a 
way indistinguishable from ordinary algebraic quantities, leaving 
it to the intelligence of the reader to guess whether he means 









Now wo can argue that since vrn know that tho angular momentum is 
quantized, wo can obtain the quantum mechanical form of this equation 
as 
( ho) µ == m 2Mc ( 106) 
and this can indeed be confirmed by proper quo.ntum mechanical calcula-
tion. Those vrnuld then bo the values of the magnetic · moment of our 
particle in tho z-diroction. Tho quantity in brackets is a kind of 
'universal' magnetic moment and is often called tho Bohr mogneton; it 
has a value of 
-20 µ0 == 0,9 x 10 cgsu • 
Thus if vie have a magnetic field H, tho energy can bo written as 
whore tho component duo to the magnetic field is 
H µ = H µom , 
z z 
if \10 ohoose our z-direction in the direction o_f tho magnotic . fiel_a .• , 
So if we switch on a magnetic fiGld then the dogoneracy between all 
. 
these different m-values disappears and tho values Hill line themselves 
up with certain magnetic energy values, 0, ±hµo, ±2hµo and so on, 
depending on the value of e. 
It is sometimes difficult to realize that for Vlhichever axis you 





has the feeling that if you have chosen one particular direction of 
angular momentum, then if you change your magnetic field direction 
slightly, surely that ought to mean a different amount of angular 
momentum about the new axis. But the point is similar to that in the 
polarization of lit;ht. If you take light polarizecl in a certain direc-
tion (Fig. 42)~ and pass it through a Polaroid screen aligned in a 
different direction, the transmitted beam will be weakened by a certain 
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Figure 42 
photon either goes through or it does not; what is affected is the pro-
bability that it should go through. If the Polaroid is parallel to the 
plane of polarization of the light, and if it is an ideal Polaroid, then 
every photon nill go through, ana_ the probability of transmission is 
unity. If there is an angle between Polaroid and light then the pro-
bability becomes smaller. You can exp:>:>ess this by saying that if you 
take light polarized in any direction and you determine with the aid of 
a Polaroid screen the .polarization in that direction you will always 
again find.that the light is either polarized. in that direction or it 
iS polarized crossvfise. The second type does not go through, the first 
does. 'fhis problem should really be discussed with the nature of 
measurements, how they are performed and. what they do to wave functions, 
but .for the moment I shall ·just urge you t'o remember this similarity 
with a photon and. say that if you choose ·any given ·a~ds then your wave 
function can be decomposed., in the same way as polarized. light can be 
decomposed according to a chosen system of axes, into different wave 




One way of makins this nhole thing more clearly visible is to 
draw tho so-callocl vector model (Fig. Lf-j). Hore wo represent the aneu-
lar: momenta as vectors, as ono ofton docs, and thoro no have tho parti-
cular case rrhcn e == 2. In this caso the total angular momentum is of 






2.4 units. On tho other hand I have marked on the z-axis those points 
whioh,.correspond to 0, ±t1 and ±2h. Now how do you combine total angu-
lar momentum of 2.11- with a momentum component of, shall we say, .;.2? 
You can drarr an arrorr out to tho semicircle and you might imagine that 
if tho particle is in tho stato -2h for its z-componont of angular 
momentum, then tho vootor representing it will be pointing in approxi-
mately that direction given by the diagram. Strictly speaking, of 
course, the semicircle of Fig. 4.3 is only a section of a sphere and the 
vector can lie anyHhere on the cone. This is a way of visualizing 
angular momentum, but as is usual with such models one has to be careful 
not to take it too literally. If one ascribes a precisely def~ed 
direction to an angular momentum then difficulties arise and one has to 
remind oneself that the only quantities which really have meaning in a 
given situation are the total angular momentum ..}-l and the component in 
one arbitrarily chosen direction z. 
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So much at present for the angular momentum. Now I have already 
indicated how the Schrtldinger equation can be solved with respect to . 
its variation along the radius, and here I shall write down the answers 
which you get if you carry out this solution for what I call the 
'hydrogenic atom'. Now the difference between a hydrogenic atom and a 
hydrogen atom is that in a hydrogenic atom I do not assume that the 
charge of the nucleus is unity, nor do I assume that the masses of all 
the particles are the same as in hydrogen. In fact anything is a 
hydrogenic atom if it consists of two opposite charges which attract 
each other more or less according to a Coulomb field and which may 
have any mass and charge whatsoever. Let us consider first a nucleus 
with charge +Ze, and an electron with charge -e, which then at a dis-
tance r will have a potential 
-Ze 2 V= 
r 
(107) 
In this case the calculation gives the following simple result. Since 
for great distances V approaches the value zero, obviously ,for a par-
ticle energy greater than zero all values are permitted because the 
particle is not held in the field, but remains essentially free, with 
a wave function only temporarily modified as it runs through the field. 
Thus· ~ve have 
for W > O, all values 
( 108) 







This is exactly the same formula which Bohr gave in 1913, on the 
basis of a totally· different model~'), This· 'j_~ certai'nly striking, 
because :Bohr had assumed that the particle runs in circles, whereas 
here no such limiting assumption is made, In fact ~11 these values 
come out with e = O, where if you want to make any kind of model you 
would have to imagine the electron making a straight dive at the 
nucleus, missing it by a smnll distance, being flung back and flying 
out a.gain, trr.cing infinitely narrow ellipses around the nucleus, 
Yet the energies come out tho s~mc ond I hnve sketched here (Fig. 44) 
t' / / /I/// ,.. 
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whnt the w1:we functions look like. The interesting thing is that if 
you now look for other values, for instance with t = 1, then you get 
quite diff-~rent wave functions. 
This is Schrodinger's result of 1926. In 1928 Dirac wrote down 
what seemed n very different wave equation from Schrodinger's 
and ~g~in the snme values came out, nt least in a first approxi-
mation. At that time I think it was Weisskopf who said that 




For the case .e = 0, ns one might . e·xpect, the wave function is n 
maximum at the centre, nnd hn.s " in fo.ct the unique property pf hitting 
the ·centre l'.t an angle, (No other rv,'\ve function does that, no sensible 
wave function_, tho.t ist) . This one :does so because the p:otential drops 
to ininus infinity. • This of oourse ·is not strictly true; one ought to 
ascribe a finite size to the nucleus, thus 'rounding off' the lower end 
of the trough so that it behaves in a normal v~y. At any rate it becomes 
largest near the centre. 
If you go to the Oft se .e = 1 , then you have orbits ~'vhich do go 
a.round the nu,cle.us in some fnshion, rather tho.n hend straight for it. 
Therefore, since classic~lly they nlways miss the nucleus by a con-
siderable mo.rgin, you would expect the wave function to decrease in the 
vicinity of the nucleus. The reason that it does so is that, o s you 
remember, when .e differs from 0 then we have to add to the potential a 
term containing r 2 in the denomino.tor, which increases very rapidly, 
more than compensating the Coulomb function, when you approach closely 
to the centre. The electron thus finds itself in a field containing a 
minimum nt a certain definite vnlue of r, nnd as a result the wave 
functions are small near tho centre, 
The oddity of the Coulomb field is that for this field alone, and 
only in the non-relativistic npproximation, the two energies n = 2 
indicated in Fig,41+- are exactly alike, and the same is true of higher 
levels not shown, You get in fact a spectrum of levels as shown nt the 
right of the diagram. Ft>r .e = 0 i)TOU have levels given by Eq. (109) for 
o.11 values of n. For .e :::: 1 you h1"ve 11 similnr pattern, but with the 
lowest level missing. For .e = 2, the two bottom ones, are missing and 
so on. In the ideal Schrodinger Coulomb field solution the values of 
energy are nll represented in the so-called s-states (.e = O); the 
P. (.e, = 1), d (.e = 2), etc. strctes.do not produc~ any new energy levels, 
but merely reproduce the old ones. 





Now this · is in the first place not true, as I have already 
stressed, in the relativistic case. (Of course . the Sc;hrodi;n.e;E:l,l' 
• I ·, · · ; . . ' 
equation just is not relativistic.) One obtains excellent agree-
ment with the measurements in the equation. by Dirac, which I cannot 
speak a.bout at the moment, except to say tho.t this takes account 
of the increase of mass of the ele~tr~m as it travels very fast 
near the nucleus, nnd the correction to the hydrogen spectrum is 
then of the order of 
For that reason this constant within the brackets is usually called 
•'1 • 
the fine. structure conBtant*). 
This constant is a useful thing to remember. For instance, once 
you have obtained the formula for the energy states of. the , ·hydrogenic 
' ~tom 
( 109) 
if you require to know this quantity in energy units, you can of 
course slog it out,· insertirg known values for the .constants, and if 
you· do not lose any powers of ten on the· way, which is v.ery, unl¥ely, 
" 
then you will obtain the answer • . -But it .is often possible to change 
•:<): There has been a greli.t deal of thought about why the oonstant 
' should have tpis value, , which :i.s non-dimensional and doe.a not 
depE?nd on the system of uni ts employed: but so far no theory 
exists that produces that value at all well. There was .a; 
theory by Eddington, but unfortunately nobody understood it • 
. There is now, I am told, a new theory by Heisenberg which gives 
at least a rough value, and whi.ch at least Heisenberg under.stands. 
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the formula in such a way that you do not have to put quite so many 
constants in. Here, for instance, we can write: 
1 e2 2 
Wo = z
2 
• - • (-) • Mo 2 2 nC 
.. 
I 
... :, ·: 
= z2 ... ~. ( 1 ;7) 2 • 511 kaV 
.. -
= - z2 x 13.6 eV 
where 
Mc 2 = 511 keV 
is th~ -rest-.mass of the electron. (This is another quantity wliich 
it is worth learning by heart.) If you carry out this much simpler 
· · ,, 04t"l;oulation ;you are much more likely to arrive at the correct 
.. ,. answer. The value of 13,6 eV is simply then the energy value of 
the lowest state, or in other words it is the energy which you have 
to.give to a hydrogen ~tom in the ground state in order to take the 
electron to the edge of the continuum. It is, in other words, the 
i'oni.zation ep,ergy. 
As I said, this equality of the levels witii 1 di:f'ferent e ·fa~ ho 
·.' · · ionger true in the relativistic case, People s'c:iriletimes oa.11 it ~ ~m 
67/846/6 
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i accidental' degeneracy, one which happens to bcfour in a r»artioiliar 
approximation (which is not really valid). But there are other 
reasons why it should not be a genuine degeneracy, one of them being 
that in many atoms you can apply this sort of calculation approxi-
mately. For instance, if you conside,r ~ s~dium atom this can be· 
regnrded· as containing a nucleus sur:rounded by. many electr_ons 
fairly close by. Then the wave function of the last electron is much 
more widely spread out, and can be represented fairly well by an orbit 




because it is an s orbit and an s-wave func-:ion is always densest 
near the centre. Much of it, however, lies outside the others. 
Therefore, since the ten inner electrons surround the nucleus 
tightly, the outer elect:co:a , sees only a· siDgle nuclear charge. 
Thus it move::: in n field that is very steep at the centre, but 
flattens out 1·.tie:L"e the screening effect of the other electrons come 
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Figure 45 
p or d or f state; with a high value of .e, thenmos·~ of its wave func-
_tion is in the shielded region and the electron 'knows' nothing of 
the strong nuclear charge, But when it is in an s-state then it 
... 
e/C!)eriences the effect of that charge 1 at least for those short 
periods when it finds itself near the cent~e, and therefore ~ts 
energy is loweredc The result is that the p-states are slightly 
higher ~n energy than the s-states (Fig. 45). 
There .is an opposite effect in principle, due to the finite 
size of the nucleus, rounding off the lower end of the Coulomb poten-
tial curve (Fig. 1+5) o This effect is extremely small in the case of 
ordinary electron spectra, and it is only by the extraordinary, 
accuracy of which spectrosoopists are capable that it has in fact 
been observed. It can be used to give an estimate of the nu.clear 
size, but not very much more, On the other hand, we have today a 
67/846/5 (5)p/sm 
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variety of other hydrogenic atoms available, for instance one con-
sisting of a nucleus with cha~ge +Ze around which circulates a. muon, 
instead of an electron. Now a muon is really a 'heavy' electron, 
which· has · 206~ 7 times the electron mass, but otherwise its properties 
are identical. Thus, considering Eq. ( 109) you will see that it is 
bound with energies two hundred times greater, of the order of 
kilo-electron volts rather than a few electron volts, pa.rtiou.la.rly 
if Z is largeo The other point is that a. nuon will on the whole spend 
its time much closer to the nucleus, the characteristic distance (the 
so-called Bohr electron radius) being 
n.2 
ro = ZMe2 • ( 110) 
Thus for large Z(heo.vy nuclei) and. large M (muons) the particle 
approaches very much closer to the nucleus and the fa.ct that the 
latter is not a. point charge beccmes significant*). 
Perhaps I should ju;t mention the relation between all this and 
spectroscopy. In spectroscopy you take something like sodium vapour 
and excit~ i.t, for instance 1iy passing an electric current through it, 
ca.using collisions ·between a·~oms and electronso Thus you produce a.toms 
in excit~d. st.ates. Such an a.tom will return to the ground state either 
dir~~tly or possibly via a~ intermediate state. In these transitions 
ligh~ is emitted with e. frequency following from Planck's relati-on. 
Thi_s .; is a.11 very eleme::!ca:::-y atomic physics, and I am sure that jf.ou· 
already know all about ito What we :i:-eally do is to ' measure these 
frequencies and f'rom them re~~~struct (quite a laborious process) the 
levels by which we can . a.coount for the observed frequencies. 
*) Measurements are being carried. .out on this and similar systems in 
order to determine the sizes of nuclei. The circulating.po.rtd.cle 
may also . be a '.:- ·meson or a K-meson, having a. still larger mass but 
these are very sho::1"t-·lived, thu3 ina.ki:ng the measuremenfs more . diffi-






One intere sting fact which W3.S discove;:-ed experimentally is that 
you only get transitions between l evels in adj acent rows (Fig~ 4-6) , .. · 
s 
Figure 4-6 
that is, between states whose l-values differ by one. Other transitions 
do not occur~ An electron that is in the lowest excited s-level is 
trapped. We say that the atom is in a metastable state. It cannot 
emit light, and it usually hangs around for quite a while until it can 
lose its energy as kinetic energy in a collision with another atom. 
The reason for this so-called ~9t~on rule comes out in the solution 
of the time-depend.ent Schrodinger equation, but at the moment I shall 
merely remind you of the diagrams of the wave function of an oscilla-
tor, superimposing two wave functions of adjacent quantum number, and 
pointing out that the result is a wave functio.n which alternates from 
side to side,. Such a system would be liable to emit light if the par-
ticle in question was charged. Translated into proper quantum mechanical 
language this means that if you emit light by going from one quantum 
state to another there exists temporarily a state where both quantum 
states are present together, and this superposition must have the 
necessary property of emitting J.ight. This condition is fulfilled in 
the case where you superimpose on s and a p wave function, or else a 
p and a . d function, but any such oscillation dipole would be absent if 
you superimposed two. s wave functions, which have the same angular dis-
tribution. Similarly a transition from a d to an s state would give a 
quadrupole radiation, and would therefore be a very unlikely transition, 




Yfo now come to consider the role of spin. One of the puzzles, 
historically speaking, was that all levels in this sort of alkali 
system are double, with the exception of the s levels (Fig. 45). 
This was not understood, and people raade a variety of theories, but 
in the meantime other clues accumulated. One of the best clues was 
the Stern-Gerlach experiment (1921), illustrated in Fig. 47. 
Figure 47 
sec. 110"' L"' 
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This experiment was performed before the formulation of quantum 
mechanics in 1926, and at the time the result was still pretty" 
mysterious, although it had been foreseen by some forms of the old 
quantum theory and in fact the whole experiment was done in order 
to check this. 
The experiment is most simply explained if you assume that we 
fire a b~a.di of hydrogen ~toms (for technical reasons Stern and ' 
~~;lach used siive'r· atoms, but the properties involved are th/3 same) 
• int6' a · riiag~etic fi~ld formed by the pole pieces of a specially 
designed magnet, in which the lineis of force are strongly divergent 
in a plane perpendicular to the atomic beam. It is found that two 




of what vve have done so far, we would certainly expect a deflection, 
because in a magnetic field, depending on tho orientation of the 
system we can have different energy values. Those values which are 
positive will be the more positive the more the atoms are in the 
stronG field, and theref'oro these will be repulsed from the knife-
edge down towards the groove, where the field is weaker. Conversely 
those having a negative enere;y will be deflected toward.s the knife 
edge. 
There are two things that are Yvron[; with this result. One is 
that the hydrogen atom in its ground ntate is supposed to have 
e = O, and no angular momentum, therefore no magnetic moment and 
no force from the magnetic field. '.I.'ho other point, which is perhaps 
more serious, is that even if we were wrong, and the hydrogen atom 
for some reason did have an angular momentum with e J O, the number 
of possible orientations and therefore the number of beams emerging 
should always be odd, beinB equal "tq _g?. :t 1, where e is an integer. 
So the observed result 'could not be explained at all on the basis 
of tho theory of angular momentum as I have presented it, which, 
however, did not exist at the time. This result was just one more 
puzzle, among many. But it was at least a very important clue and 
when the idea of angular momentum and its quantization was properly 
formulated it became clear that in order to got an even number of 
beams, and in particular t-wo, you must have something like 
This of course 
functions and 
values of p v. 
I£ I 1 
= 2 ( 111) 
does not make sense in connection with spatial wave 
spherical harmonics, which are described by integrnl 
On the other hand it turns out that tho kind of 
operator description we have already used can be generalized in such 
a way that "live no longer use the diff'erential symbol, but only the 
algebraic properties of such an operator, the so-called commutation 




quantum number are possible. This was a belated justification of 
the proposal made in 1925 by Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck that the electron 
should possess an angular momentum of one half a quantum unit, 
irrespective of its spatial wave function. It \rnuld therefore also 
possess it in the 0round state of the hydrocen a.tom. 
If you place such an electron in a magnetic field it would then 
be capable of possessing only two energy values. The proposal of 
Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck amounted to saying that the z-oomponent of 
spin should be capable only of tho values 
(112) 
The energy, however, is given by 
W =±s µHg H z o ( 113) 
The factor g, called the· gyromagnetic ratio, Goudsmit and Uhlenbeok 
assumed to have the value 2; simply because that accounted for a number 
of s·pectroscopic observations existing at the time. 
Tho next development was that Dirac two years later formulated a 
relativistic wave equation for the electron and to everybody's 
amazement, includinc I run sure his ovm, when he worked out the con-
sequences one of them was that such an electron would possess an angular 
momentum and a magnetic momentum exactly as Goudsmit and Uhlenbeck 
had deduced from the experimental facts. From 1928 onwards it was in 
principle possible to ignore all that wo have discussed above and say 
that the electron must have a spin because it obeys Dirac's equation. 
*) This fulfils tho condition that we had previously, namely that the 
step betrreen successive values of ancular momentum is ahrays 
unity. It turns out that this is an essential condition and it 
just allorrs values of ono half. There is no fear that ono day we 




On the other hand, if the experiments had not already existed Dirac's 
equation probably yrnuld not havo been seized on vri th so much joy. 
This equation was later improved o.nd carried to o. further approxima-
tion, and it turns out that the. factor s takes the slightly greater 
value of 2,0023, the difference being of the order of the fine 
structure constant. Thero has been very ercat interest in these re-
finemcnto, because naturally one alvmys i;rants to l:now how accurate a 
given theory is, and therefore this quantity has been measured with 
very groat care both for tho electron and particularly here in CEH.N 
for tho muon. It turns out thnt the value is exactly what Dirac's 
theory demands, so it can be said to have been verified to an 
accuracy of about one part in a million. 
One more thing which I want to discuss is tho way in which we 
can describe this spin phenomenon. Jc obviously cannot de·scribe it, 
in the way of spherical harmonics, as something that comes out of a 
wave equation, except in a much more abstract way out of Dirar;i's 
equation. What vm say rather is that the electron has not only the 
throe degrees of freedom characterized by its spatial coordinates, but 
also a fourth, in that it can point up or down. (As I said before, 
we can arbitrarily choose our direction, but once we have chosen it 
there are only these two states possible.) So if you 11ant to describe 
an electron completely you would have to Hrite something of the form 
Tho function X simply stands for a pair of numbers, one value belong-
ing to the direction 'up' and another to tho diroction'dovm'. This 
is often written as 
(~) 
where you have to fix some convention that, shall we say, a corresponds 




and b for the 'downward-pointing' ope, and further we demand 
that, since the electron must be in either. one state \ ~ the other, 
( 114) 
In Fig. 48 I havo shown hovr this sort of quantity can be written 
~ovm.with & little algebra, and in particular how such a two-number 
symbol, · w4ich is called a spinor, transforms whon you change the 
coordinate aystem, 
' . I / '7 
- .... ..... !.1 ' v'~ -- - -',,!/ ")' 
v)(,. = ~ JJ.. ~ <P 
v, -:; w,.~ ~tp . 
v'z :. fA7'o ,fl.. 
V -::. ( v" 1 V'S' \J 'l) 
:: ; I t,• •' .• . ' 
Figure 48 
' :.J 
You all know how a vector is commonly describod in a coordinate 
system by its three projections Vx' Vy and Vz. Since for a unit 
vector 




ono of those is rodtmdant, and can be obtainod from tho other two. 
Novr if you nant to represent that samo oriontocl quantity as a spinor, 
you want to describe it by only two components. Tho proscription 
for that, which I t;ivo you Hithout derivation, is tho following. 





= cos 2 , 
. ~ 
= :nn 2 • 
This guarantees that tho condition 
( 116) 
' \114) 
is fulfilled. If a and b aro given, thon you know IJ, nnd oc..n 
determine Hhat angle tho spinor makes with tho axis. Horeovor the 
reason for the choice of tho half-angles can also bo explained as 
folloy;s. If you have an ordinary vector, as for example polarized 
light, pointing at 45°, shall vm say, then its projections on two 
porpondicull'.r axes arc equal, corresponding to tho fact that if 
such light is passed through a Nicol prism ·we find half the intensity 
in one or, if uo turn tho prism through 90°, half tho intensity in 
tho other borun. Wo could in principle do tho same experiment on a 
beo.m emerging from tho Stern- Gerlach experiment. Lot us assume that 
tho electron comes out of tho magnetic field .-rith its spin pointing 
upvmrds in tho upper boa.rn and doymvmrds in tho lorror beam (Pig. 49). 
Now stop ono or" those bcruns and let thci other pass through a second 
Stern- Gerlach oxporimont which has boon rote.tad by 90° with respect 
to tho first. 
67/84-6/5 
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We arc trying to decompose a beam, all of ·whose electrons are 
spinning vertically upwards, into tvrn components with spins in a 
horizontal direction. Then,: simply for reasons of symmetry the 
! • 
tv10 must be equal, so that vl.9 have the completely analogous behaviour 
here, if we turn the field through 90°, 'S we have with polarized 
light if we turn our original direction by 4-5°, because the two 
relevant directions for polarized light are perpendicular· to one 
another and therefore a rotation of 4-5° bisects that angle. The 
bisecto~ of 180° is 90°, and that shorrn why we have used half-
angles in the definition of tho spinor, in order to got this be-
haviour. If we turn the beam at right angles to the z-axis then a 
and b both' become equal to cos 4-5°. 
This much gives us no information about <p, but since the 
quantities vw vvri te dovm can be complex, analogous to the complex 
wave function which vre used in the Schrodinger equation, wo can 
squeeze the information in by writing 
-im/!'.' -0 
a = e T · · cos 2 , 
( 117) 
+im/2 . 0 b = e -rt sin 2 • 
It turns out that if you put it into this form, then any ~otation of 
the coordinate systen: does not upset the correlation 1i1hich vie had 
established. I am afraid that I have not found any vm:y of making this 
sound plausible with tho aid of simple mathematics, so I must just 




So what \"/O have found is that the electron has a fourth dogreo 
of freedom, but a froodom limited to either pointine parallel to a 
given direction or anti-parallel, and that this is associated again 
with a magnetic moraont, but that this maGnctic moment is twice as 
much per angular momentum (the gyromai:;notic ratio is ctr1ice that 
associated rvi th ordinary motion). If this hypothesis is adopted vrn 
first of all can account for tho Stern- Gerlach effect on hydrogen 
and similar atoms in tho ground state, for tho doubling of all the 
states with e > O, and various other things. You may ask Hhy do not 
the s-statos split? Tho point is that tho doubling consists of an 
interaction botwoon tho electron spin ruid the magnetic field caused 
by the orbital motion. In the s-stato there is no angular momentum 
and hence no orbital motion that can cause a magnetic field to v1hich 
tho spin could orient itself. 
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